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1. Pollution Performance of Insulation Used on Externally Air Insulated Circuitbreakers 1.1 Relevant clauses The IEC 60694 and IEC 62271-100 sub-clauses relevant to this chapter are: 5.14 (especially Table 7) 6.2.8



Creepage distances. Artificial pollution tests.



1.2 Introduction The design of circuit-breaker insulators for pollution performance is generally in accordance with the specifications detailed in IEC 60815 (1986): "Guide to the selection of insulators in respect of polluted conditions". Unfortunately, this standard does not refer to the performance of insulators at different orientations, i.e. vertical, horizontal or inclined. In low pollution and natural cleaning conditions (rain), horizontal, these requirements have demonstrated adequate service experience for the numerous circuit-breaker designs that have had many years of satisfactory service. IEC 60815 is currently being revised by IEC-TC36 but it is understood that the revision will again offer limited guidance on the design of circuit breaker insulators. Therefore, it is appropriate that this chapter will provide more specific information on the application of circuit breakers in heavier pollution conditions such as industrial and salt-laden coastal locations. Historically there have been numerous forms to the hollow insulators used for outdoor circuit breakers. These have varied from simple open profile insulator designs to more intricate anti-fog profiles. Manufacturers have used these designs to: 1. Increase the specific creepage distance across the insulator surface to maintain the electrical strength under power frequency voltage. 2. Overcome the range, and vagaries, of the climatic and pollution conditions that are likely to be experienced over the life of the circuit breaker at a specific location (this may assume a level of periodic natural or manual cleaning). The development of modern SF6 circuit breakers has resulted in a dramatic reduction in the number of interrupters used per pole and a general increase in electrical stress across the insulated housing. Historically, this housing has been made from porcelain but increasingly more modern composite materials are being used. Note: Annex D of IEC 60694 and chapter xx of this guide provide additional information concerning the dielectric performance of longitudinal insulation and they should be considered together with this chapter of this guide.



2. Exposure to system voltages In service, the vertical support insulation of Air Insulated Switchgear (AIS) circuitbreakers is normally exposed to the full system phase-to-earth voltage and any impulse events that may also impinge upon it. Like IEC 60815, this chapter is concerned with pollution performance under power frequency voltage only. The design requirement for the hollow support insulators of a circuit-breaker are identical to the conventional substation insulators that support phase-to-earth voltages, e.g. post insulation and disconnector supports. There are additional factors that must be and are considered by the circuit-breaker designers when designing interrupter insulators. The internal structures of the



interrupter can alter the stress pattern to which the external surface is exposed; similar thought is given to bushings, grading capacitors and instrument transformers where the relationship between the internal and external stress distribution is of importance. Nevertheless, the most influential factor when considering the pollution performance of interrupter insulators are the different combinations and types (ac/dc) of voltage applied to the housings during the various operational duties of the circuit breaker. There are two basic conditions: closed or open. The voltage type (ac/dc) and magnitude across circuit breaker interrupter(s) is dependent upon the type of circuit and, in particular, the nature of the load and supply being controlled. The voltage magnitude can vary from zero (closed) to more than twice the system rated voltage (open) when synchronising or under out-of-phase duty. Obviously, it is the open condition that is important. Supply-side voltage This is taken to be the steady state rated system voltage. Load-side, or incoming, voltage When the circuit breaker is open the load-side voltage will vary according to the circuit parameters. Generally, the convention has been to disconnect the load-side by opening the associated circuit disconnector when the circuit breaker is open. The circuit disconnector remains open until just prior to circuit-breaker re-closure. The open interrupter(s) of the circuit-breaker may be exposed to one or more of the following conditions before the disconnector is opened and after it is closed: 1. Open circuit 2. Overhead line, uncharged from the remote end (single or multiple line constructions give different conditions) 3. Overhead line, charged from the remote end (single or multiple line constructions give different conditions) 4. Transformer, uncharged 5. Transformer, charged 6. Reactor 7. Cable uncharged from remote end but with remnant charge 8. Cable charged from remote end 9. Capacitor bank, with remnant charge 10. Capacitor bank, uncharged 11. Generator, in synchronism 12. Generator, out of synchronism 13. An islanded section of the network out of synchronism These conditions appear as a result of normal operational switching but are also present as a result of fault operations. It is during such operation that the pollution and electrical stress distributions experienced by circuit-breakers are at their most severe. This is especially the case where high levels of pollution common to the circuit-breaker and the circuit have initiated a fault on the circuit. When the interrupter insulator is polluted it is the out-of-synchronism condition that are most onerous. While out-of-synchronism, the voltage across the interrupter(s) is twice the rated system voltage. This is only of concern where the circuit breaker is used for synchronising generators or different sub-systems, or following a system split.
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The majority of circuit-breakers are exposed to the other conditions listed above but for a very short duration that is dependent on user's policy for opening of the associated disconnector/s (sometimes termed sequential disconnection). 3. Vertical (up to15O from the vertical) interrupter insulation Generally, the standardised guidance of IEC 60815 is suitable for designing vertical or near vertical interrupter insulators. The pollution performance of such vertical circuit-breaker interrupter insulators (as used generally below 300kV) is well documented, [1]. In general, the ‘alternate long short’ (ALS) insulator profile form has demonstrated the best performance under pollution and heavy rainfall conditions. Nevertheless, where pollution conditions are relatively mild and sudden heavy rainfall is less prevalent a plain open-shed profile will suffice; this is the general condition internationally. 4. Horizontal insulation As previously noted the requirements of IEC60815 have been shown to be satisfactory where pollution is not a consideration and where the circuit-breaker is disconnected from the system or load circuit following opening. This applies to the horizontal insulation in such conditions. The pollution performance of horizontal circuit breaker interrupter insulators however is poor, [2]. Artificial pollution tests have shown that horizontal interrupter insulators have a lower withstand salinity than identical vertical designs, i.e. the horizontal insulators can only be used in less onerous pollution conditions. Similar tests on solid core insulators suggest that the difference in short term pollution performance between horizontal and vertical insulators is not as great as first reported. Hence, in the absence of more reliable service experience, it is recommended that where the likelihood is high that an open interrupter will operate under polluted surface conditions then specific pollution testing should be considered. Until this aspect is more fully considered and standardised by IEC 36 (following work by CIGRE 33.13.02 and IEC 36WG11) this Guide recommends that the specific creepage for horizontal insulation be increased by a factor of 1,2 where it is likely to be exposed to polluted conditions. This factor is applicable in addition to the 1,15 required for the out-of-phase condition as specified in IEC60694 Table 7, i.e. (1,15x1,2). Pollution performance requirements beyond those defined as Class 4 in IEC 60815, i.e. extreme pollution, should be separately tested for the specific conditions required. 5. Exposure to heavy rainfall A problem occurs when pollution is present on the surface of the insulation and it is suddenly exposed to heavy rainfall; a heavy-wetting flashover can occur. This is mainly a concern for support insulation as it is continuously energised and generally, a problem where insulators are vertical, or inclined at greater than 150 to the horizontal. The flashover risk is high for such sudden heavy rain on a heavily polluted surface whilst energised, e.g. for support insulation in coastal locations. During such conditions the pollution on the surface of the insulator is washed off and creates a cascade of polluted water. If the cascade is sufficiently conducting then it can cause a dramatic reduction of the dielectric strength. The creepage path along the insulator is by-passed and flashover can occur. ALS insulator profiles are designed to prevent cascading; increasing shed separation breaks the flow of water. Similar palliative solutions exist in the form of polymeric booster-sheds that fit
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circumferentially around the insulator. A number of booster-sheds are applied around the insulation at intervals of greater separation than the existing shed profile. Alternatively, the insulator can be tested for ‘heavy-wetting’ pollution performance. There is no internationally standardised heavy-wet pollution test. It should be noted that the conventional wet-test of IEC 60694 does not include a pre-test polluting period, it is purely a clean water deluge test. Some Utilities and other users have developed or adopted a national procedure for evaluating heavy-wet performance, [1]. This is often a National procedure. 6. Palliative coatings Polluted locations exist at coastal sites, in the vicinity of heavy primary extraction and processing industries such as mining and steel works and at coal/oil fired powerstations. In recent years air-borne pollution levels have improved from industry but the coastal pollution still exists. The historic solution to improve and protect insulating surfaces from such pollution was either to build in-doors or to coat the surface of the insulation with a palliative coating, usually a hydrocarbon or silicon grease. Grease prevents pollution flashover by encapsulation and isolation of the particles. Contaminants that are deposited on to the surface of an insulator are engulfed by the grease and isolated from surface moisture so a conductive pollution layer cannot be formed. Eventually, the volume of grease becomes loaded and hence less effective with time. Greases have been effective for many years but they do have a relatively short life, are difficult (messy) to apply, remove and re-apply, and therefore are a high maintenance cost and considered disruptive to the system operator. In recent years other materials have become available, notably Room Temperature Vulcanised (RTV) Silicone Rubber. These have a longer life than greases, have good hydrophobicity (repels water) and are simpler to apply. These materials are an effective method of increasing the flashover level but their hydrophobicity is degraded with time due to prolonged surface discharge activity. This may be a life-limiting factor for their application to the continuously energised support insulation of a circuit breaker. This is not so for the interrupters where the exposure to a continuous applied voltage is for short periods of time only, as described above. Therefore, it is recommended that the application of an RTV silicone rubber coating on interrupter insulators should be used as a viable solution for reducing the risk of pollution flashover. The long time performance (of around 10-15 years) also makes an RTV coating a more practicable alternative to greasing insulators. 7. Composite Insulator housings Like RTV coatings the silicone rubber weather-sheds used on modern composite insulator housings can offer some advantage when considering the pollution performance of interrupters. This advantage is not so apparent for circuit breaker support insulation. The development and design application of composite insulator housings is still evolving. Composite technology is being used widely in a number of transmission and distribution applications such as overhead line insulators and surge arresters. The service experience in dynamic substation applications such as circuit breaker interrupters is being considered however for long-term assessment. Manufacturers are increasingly offering composite insulation for circuit-breaker insulation and it is an integral aspect of the disconnecting circuit-breaker and other combined function switching devices being developed and increasingly applied since the year 2000.
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